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FROM THE PRODUCERS OF 
ROAD TRIP AND OLD SCHOOL Read the Other Press 
weekly for pass giveaways 
for this movie! 
EUROPEANS 
WERE HARMED 
IN THE MAKING 
OF THIS FILM. 
Care to win some tickets to a sneak preview of 
Eurotrip? All you have to do is fill out the form 
below and drop it off in Room 1 020. The first five 
entry's will receive a double pass to the preview 
on Wednesday, February 18th. Good Luck! 
Name: 
Phone: 
Email: 
Thank you for reading the Other Press 
Summer Camp Jobs In the U.S.A. 
Lakeside Realdentlal Girls Camp In Maine • VIsas Arranged 
Counselors: Combined childcare/teachlng. Must be able to teach or lead one or more 
of the following activities: gymnastics, tennis, swim, sail, canoe, water ski, arts 
(including stained glass, sewing, jewelry, wood, photo), dance, music, theatre, archery, 
wilderness trips, field sports, equestrian. 
Service Workers: Including openings for kitchen, laundry, housekeeping, secretaries, 
maintenance & grounds, and kitchen supervisor. 
Opens in Theatres February 20th 
Movie is subject to classification 
Non-smokers. June 18 to August 25.Attractlve salary (US} plus travel allowance. 
To Apply: Applications and photo gallery are available on our website: 
www.klppewa.com or contact us at the numbers listed below for a staff 
brochure. 
Klppewa, Box 340, Westwood, Massachusetts, 02090-0340, U.S.A. 
tel: 781-762-8291 I fax: 781-255-7167 
The Other Press is Douglas College's 
autonomous student newspaper. 
The Other Press is run as a collective and 
is published weekly during the fall and win-
ter semesters, and monthly (as a magazine) 
during the summer. 
We receive our funding from a student 
levy collected every semester at registration, 
• http://www.otherpress.ca 
and from local and national advertising rev-
enue. The Other Press is a member of the 
Canadian University Press (CUP), a cooper-
ative of student newspapers from across 
Canada. We adhere to CUP's Statement of 
Common Principles and Code of Ethics-
except when it suits us not to. The Other 
Press reserves the right to choose what to 
publish, and will not publish material that is 
racist, sexist, or homophobic. Submissions 
may be edited for clarity and brevity if nec-
essary. 
All images are copyright to their respec-
tive owners. 
February 4, 2004 
Fr om The Editor 
Dear Douglas College students, staff, and 
friends, 
The team is back from NewFoundland and 
boy, did we have a good time. I mean, we 
sure learned a lot. No, but really, we did. 
Between snow balls fights, cod kissing, and 
getting screeched in, we were net-working 
like crazy. 
We met so many new friends. I am con-
vinced that everyone should really get 
involved with their student press. We even 
recruited a new member, Wilson. He is 
super-great and excited to be working with 
our team. 
To see how excited everyone was about 
working in the industry was very refreshing. 
It renewed my passion for the paper, for my 
own writing, and for the craft. 
This issue is jam-packed with fantastic 
articles, and it is great to see so many people 
putting their thoughts to paper and con-
tributing. 
Keep up the good work, everyone! Woo 
hoo, reading break is coming up ... meet you 
at the bar? I mean, the library? Only kid-
ding, I'll be m Disneyland. 
'XT.heeeeeeeeeeeeee! 
I love you. Bye Bye. 
Kerry Evans 
Managing Editor 
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The Other Press Submission Guidelines News Kelly Parry: ke/Ly-parry@te/us.net 
The weekly deadline for submissions is Wednesday 
for publication the following Wednesday. Letters to 
the Editor, vacant sections, and "time sensitive" arti-
cles (weekend news, sportS, and cultural reviews) will 
be accepted until Saturday noon and can be submit-
ted to the editor via email: 
Kerry Evans at: editor@otherpress.ca 
All other submissions should be forwarded to the 
appropriate section editor below. Please include your 
name, phone number/email address, the word count, 
and submit via email as an MS Word.doc attach-
ment to the attention of the appropriate editor. 
Opinions Kali Thurber: opinionsubmit@hotmaiLcom 
Culture Amanda Aikman: submit_to_culture@yahoo.ca 
Features Barbara K. Adamski: foatureseditor@otherpress.ca 
Sports Adam Gordon: dcsportseditor@yahoo.ca 
David Lam Kim Meier: nocontrolling@hotmaiLcom 
Representative 
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Februar y 9 -15, 2004 
Kelly Parry 
News Editor 
Watch out, they're coming! During the 
week of February 9, you may see people 
hiding in the bushes, slinking around 
the corner, and sneaking up to strangers 
to perform random acts of kindness. 
Don't be alarmed. Just say thanks. 
In 1994, a random act of violence 
took the life of a young mother in 
Edmonton and left the community 
searching for meaning and justice. 
Wanting to provide children with hope 
and an empowering way of responding 
to this crisis, teacher Colleen Ring was 
inspired to develop the Kids for 
Kindness program. 
The program not only inspired chil-
dren, but also parents and teachers, and 
won a Hilroy Fellowship in 1995. At 
this point, Colleen received the book 
Random Acts of Kindness (published by 
Conari Press) that was promoting the 
idea of celebrating and focusing on 
Random Acts of Kindness Week. 
Colleen thought this was a wonderful 
way to spread goodwill beyond her 
classroom, and set out to spread this 
concept. 
In 1995, Colleen and her sister, 
Debbie Riopel, were successful in lobby-
ing the Mayor of St. Albert to proclaim 
Random Acts of Kindness Week, mak-
ing St. Albert the first city in Canada to 
do so. From there, Random Acts of 
Kindness Week took on a life of its own! 
The "Kindness Effect" rippled through 
Alberta and beyond, thanks to the hard 
work of a dedicated committee, a part-
nership with the Edmonton 
Community Foundation, the support of 
the Mayor of Edmonton, and key spon-
sorships from The Alberta Teachers' 
Association and many other corpora-
tions. 
From Random Acts of Kindness Week 
launches at Edmonton's City Hall, to 
enthusiastic media support, the spirit of 
the week has grown and been embraced 
by individuals, schools, churches, hospi-
tals, service clubs, businesses, and com-
munities far across Canada. 
For more information, visit the 
Random Acts of Kindness website at: 
<http:/ /www.kindness.cal>. 
President's 
Writing Contest 
on Diversity 
Millie Strom 
OP Contributor 
Is diversity troublesome and 
cumbersome, or is it a celebra-
tion? 
Douglas College President 
Susan Witter wants to know 
what students think and feel 
about diversity, and the fourth 
annual President's Writing 
Contest on Diversity deadline 
is just around the corner-
February 16, 2004. 
The contest itself, is diverse: 
the genre is not restricted. 
Students can submit essays or 
academic papers, poetry, plays, 
narratives, creative non-fic-
tion, or short fiction. Groups 
can also submit, and each stu-
dent or group can submit 
three times. The submissions 
can be classroom work or new 
creations. The length is also 
not restricted, but in the past, 
narratives ran about 1,000 
words, and academic work ran 
a bit longer. 
Douglas College President 
Susan Witter explains why the 
topic of diversity was chosen 
for the annual college contest: 
"We chose Diversity as the 
theme for the President's 
Writing Contest because we 
wanted to do something that 
would stimulate a broader 
view-to get people to look 
around them and try to under-
stand others a little better. We 
wanted to encourage students 
to listen to and appreciate peo-
ple who are different." 
"We live in such a pluralistic 
country-the College is a 
microcosm of the Canadian 
society. We are extremely 
lucky to live in a place with 
such a rich mix of races, cul-
tures, religions, sexual orienta-
tions, and abilities. Sometimes 
there are issues raised by situa-
tions involving diversity in 
gender, age, or income level. 
There are many categories for 
identifying how Canadians 
may be different from each 
other, but when we read peo-
ple's stories, we also come to 
understand how we all share so 
many traits. Each of us yearns 
to be understood. We each 
want to have friends, share 
ideas, have fun, be stimulated 
by the educational 
experience." 
"Simply put, we wanted to do 
something to foster under-
standing among students and 
the entire College community. 
I hope that mutual under-
standing can lead to tolerance, 
acceptance, and appreciation 
of others." 
CONTEST OPEN TO ALL 
STUDENTS 
The President's Writing 
Contest on Diversity is not 
only for writing students. One 
of the organizers of the con-
test, EASL instructor Janice 
Penner, encourages faculty 
outside the Humanities to 
pitch the Diversity Contest to 
their students. Penner says 
that all disciplines would have 
narratives on diversity. 
Nursing is one. 
"What is the impact of the 
cultural concept of health? 
What is healthy food, for 
example, in a culture?" asks 
Penner. "Or what about the 
way the family handles death? 
Do you tell patients they are 
dying when some cultures do 
not tell family members death 
is near?" 
Business is another disci-
pline with diversity narra-
tives-business ethics may 
vary from a cultural perspec-
tive, or business communica-
tions may vary from a man or 
woman's perspective. 
To assist students outside of 
writing departments, Janice 
Penner is holding drop-in ses-
sions for students to discuss 
their ideas, receive feedback on 
their drafts, or have grammar 
and punctuation checked 
before submitting their work. 
Barb Adamski, a contest 
winner in 2002 and 2003, says 
that feedback is important in 
the writing process. Feedback 
is an integral part of classroom 
activity in the Print Futures 
program and in Creative 
Writing classes. Creative 
Writing instructor Calvin 
Wharton agrees. He says that 
workshopping is a great 
opportunity to find out what 
works, and what someone else 
Susan Witter 
-the reader-thinks. 
If you missed the first drop-in 
sessions, the next-and last-
drop-in sessions are: 
The last three annual con-
test winners' booklets are 
available at the reserve desk in 
the library at both campuses 
for a two-hour loan. Winners' 
work can also be viewed at 
www.development.douglas.bc. 
ca/intercult/controlinter.html 
Wednesday, February 11th, 
llam-lpm in the Boardroom 
(4920), NW campus, and 
Friday, February 13th, llam-
lpm Room Al060, DL cam- >. 
pus. 
Students can explore diversi-
ty issues on film, too. Douglas 
College library has several 
video tides available including 
CONTEST WINNERS 
RECOGNIZED DURING 
DIVERSITY WEEK 
Love, Culture and the Kitchen Approximately 15 winners 
Sink (2002), a Vancouver film will be chosen and the entries 
that looks at the lives of four published in a booklet. Each 
cross-cultural Canadian cou- winner will receive books, 
pies. Adjust your Set: The Static book gift certificates, and five 
is Real (1995) addresses the copies of the booklet at a spe-
issues of power dynamics cia! reception hosted by Susan 
between men and women in a Witter during Diversity Week, 
university setting. Blue Eyed's March 22-26, 2004. 
(1996) director conducts a Get your fingers flying on 
workshop where an arbitrarily the keyboard-the deadline is 
selected group of individuals is Monday, February 16, 2004. 
targeted to experience preju- Application forms are available 
_?}~~ -~-~ ~~~~~LJ: ______________ i_?_ :~: ~i-~r~·- ________ _____ _ 
Douglas College 
Both Cl'e8tlve & academic 
writing welcome 
Applications in tfle LIJrary (New-··-& DIIMd Uml 
Submissions requhd by 
Monday, February 16, 2004 
Celebrating our diversity In 
gendei\ ethnicity, deaf culture ••• 
Prizeo Include bool<s, gift~-. 
- publl<:ation -l'tilnitl4iii 
Wh1ers. be IR1CIU'IC8d dt.ritg 
Diversity Week 
March 22 to March 28, 2004 
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Edging Along 
the Infringement 
• opinionsubmit@hotmail.com february 4, 2004 
The Colin Conspiracy 
Kali Thurber 
Opinions Editor 
The mainstream media is 
in an uproar about it, the 
people are eating it up, 
Mike Rowe's having a 
heyday, and Microsoft 
wishes it would just slide 
under the rug. What is it? 
Trademark infringement, 
that's what. Since Mike 
Rowe developed his web-
site design business under 
the suspicious name of 
mikerowesoft.com in 
August 2003, trademark 
infringement has been a 
hot topic, and has been 
decidedly profitable to 
the trademark-stealer. 
Anyone remember 
HaidaBucks? Of course 
you do, because everyone 
who has even glanced at a 
newspaper in the last year 
knows that HaidaBucks is 
that coffee shop that 
stood its ground against 
Starbucks and their insis-
tence that any business 
with the word "Bucks" in 
its title is committing 
trademark infringement. 
Would anyone have even 
heard ofHaidaBucks out-
side of the Queen 
Charlotte Islands if 
Starbucks hadn't tried to 
sue? I doubt it. 
The same goes for 
mikerowesoft's, Mike 
Rowe. Now that the real 
Microsoft (whew, that is 
confusing) attempted to 
sue him, he's a celebrity 
on the web, and his site 
gets a whole lot more 
business than it ever 
would have before. I 
highly doubt that this is 
what Microsoft or 
Starbucks intended when 
they tried suing these 
small businesses for 
infringement, but this is 
the outcome, nonethe-
less. 
The issue also brings to 
mind that crazy couple, 
who, when realizing their 
pregnancy, publicized the 
Page 6 
fact that they would sell 
their baby's name for, say, 
a few million dollars. 
They advertised over the 
web that a company 
could essentially buy the 
rights to their baby's 
name (being whatever 
company bought them 
out). It turned out that 
there weren't any high-
profile companies who 
wanted to buy their 
baby's name-some kind 
of ethical problem. But I 
wonder how much adver-
tising these people really 
did. 
Think about the bril-
liance of this plan-you 
allow some company to 
buy your baby's name, 
your baby is forever a star, 
and you get a percentage 
of all sales this company 
makes. Sure, your baby 
might be kind of messed 
up for having to go 
through his/her life with 
the name of Pepsi, but 
what's a little humiliation 
for a whole bunch of 
money? Besides, you 
could afford whatever 
top-notch therapy pro-
gram is the hippest thing, 
and the kid would proba-
bly turn into a poet or 
something. I was think-
ing that when I give birth 
to a child, that I'd name it 
God, regardless of the 
gender. This surely must 
be some kind of infringe-
ment-the only trouble 
is, who hands over the 
paycheques? 
Note: As the Other Press 
is a non-profit organiza-
tion, the use of any trade-
mark name in this edito-
rial is strictly for enter-
tainment purposes, and 
cannot be considered 
infringement of any kind. 
Unless the reader happens 
to be God. If so, I have a 
proposition for you. 
Colin Craik 
OP Contributor 
Hello, my name is Colin. It's a very 
fashionable name right now, what 
with Colin Mocherie, Colin Farrell, 
and Colin Firth' (the good guy from 
Bridgette jones' Diary). Yep, there 
seem to be lot of Colins out there. 
And frankly, it's freaking me out. 
You see, I grew up in very small 
community, and until I was fifteen 
• http://www.otherpress.ca 
I'd never known any other Colins. I'd 
never heard of any other Colins. I 
didn't know the name Colin was a 
real name. I imagined that my par-
ents had created it by pulling five 
scrabble pieces at random out of that 
little velvet bag, and apparently 
everyone else felt the same way-
nobody ever remembered my name 
correctly. 
"I know you. We met last week. 
You're Bryon's son, Carl." 
"My name is Colin." 
"Kevin?" 
"Colin." 
"Kenneth?" 
"Colin." 
"Kelsey?" 
"Kelsey? No, Colin." 
It was a pain in the ass, but at the 
same time, I liked being unique. 
Then, when I was about fifteen, the 
musician Colin James started to 
become popular. I was shocked to 
learn that there was another Colin in 
the world, and again, for another ten 
years, even after I moved to a large 
city, it seemed that everyone else felt 
the same way. 
"Your name is Colin huh? Colin 
Jaaamess? Huh, huh, huh?" 
And I never got why that was 
funny. Anyway, that doesn't happen 
any more, now that there are several 
famous Colins. The thing is, it's not 
just the number of celebrity Colins 
that has increased. I'm seeing the 
name everywhere. It seems like every 
day there's another news correspon-
dent, or political analyst, or soccer 
player, or theatre critic, or something 
named Colin. There was even a 
Colin in last week's Other Press. 
, Most of these people are older than I 
am. Where were they my whole life? 
And the question that's really 
freaking me out-why is it that I still 
haven't met another Colin. I can't 
turn on the television, or open a 
newspaper without seeing the name, 
but I've never met an actual Colin. I 
don't know who's involved or what 
they're trying to accomplish, but I 
can't help but think conspiracy. 
As I'm typing this, I notice, unlike 
five years ago, speU-check is no 
longer telling me that Colin is not a 
word. Maybe I'll change my name to 
Zacharia. 
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Science 
Matters 
Changing the 
Future Means 
Changing Priorities 
David Suzuki 
News that global 
warmmg could 
fjush one quarter 
of the world's plants and ani-
mals to the edge of extinction 
by 2050 recently made head-
lines around the world. But did 
the stories do more harm than 
good? 
The forecast is truly grim. A 
major international research 
paper published in the journal 
Nature reports that about one 
million species could be 
doomed to extinction. The cul-
prit? Heat-trapping gases we are 
pumping into the atmosphere 
through vehicle exhaust, power 
plant, and factory smokestacks 
and home chimneys. 
So, faced with such alarming 
news, what did people do? Did 
millions say, "That's it, no more 
SUV for me!" and commit to 
public transit? Did thousands 
call, write, or email their elected 
leader and demand action on 
global warming? Did corporate 
executives commit to making 
Kali Thurber 
Opinions Editor 
While standing outside the 
Fairmont in the unrelenting 
bitterness ofNewfoundland, 
chunks of icy snow proved 
dangerous as they slid off 
the rooftop, just missing 
three precious heads of the 
Other Press. When rwo 
locals exited through the 
doors, the Other Press' 
observant graphic designer 
warned them, "Watch out, 
there's snow falling from the 
sky." The two locals didn't 
even bother to turn their 
heads for the idiocy of us 
tourists. 
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their industries cleaner? 
No! Instead, this terrible news 
was largely met with a collective 
shrug. To be fair, it was more of 
a collective, "Isn't that horrible!" 
or, "How awful!" rather than a 
shrug, but the effect is the same. 
For the average person, nothing 
will change. Why? Well, most 
people are simply overwhelmed 
by such news because the whole 
thing seems beyond their con-
trol. When that happens, peo-
ple tune out. They have roo 
many other things to deal with 
in their lives to figure out one 
more problem in the world-
especially something as incom-
prehensibly big as climate 
change. Rather than being 
spurred to action, such news 
without context can drive many 
people to a defensive position. 
Just as consistent news reports 
focusing on street crime create 
fear and drive people off the 
streets (thereby actually making 
the streets more dangerous) 
overwhelming environmental 
news also causes people to 
retreat into themselves and 
inadvertently make things· 
worse. For example, rather than 
taking action to reduce global 
warming, some people may pur-
chase a bigger, heavier vehicle 
"To keep the family safe." 
Believe it or not, this actually 
creates a market for more envi-
ronmentally unfriendly prod-
ucts. I can see automotive exec-
utives sitting in a boardroom 
discussing how to capitalize on 
concerns about global warming. 
"People are worried about glob-
al warming. What can we do 
about that?" asks an executive. 
"Bigger air conditioners to beat 
the heat!" says one. "Bigger 
everything to make people feel 
more secure," says another. This 
is what's called "meeting market 
demand." 
Climate studies are vital to 
our understanding of the 
atmosphere and how we are 
changing it. But as studies pile 
up, we have to look beyond the 
impact of what will happen if 
we don't change to how to make 
the changes necessary to prevent 
the worst-case scenarios from 
coming to pass. Right now, we 
are stuck in the mud and spin-
ning our wheels. 
All citizens can help by reduc-
ing the amount of energy we 
use. But to really slow global 
warming, Canadians need the 
kind of leadership and strategies 
that can only occur at the high-
est levels. Our government has 
adopted the Kyoto Protocol, the 
first small, but important, step 
to address climate change. 
Unfortunately, little has been 
done to get started on this 
essential task. Comments made 
by our new Minister of Natural 
Resources, John Efford, about 
expanding oil and gas produc-
tion in Canada are not very 
encouraging. The minister 
appears unaware if any connec-
tion between energy use and 
global warming exists. 
In his upcoming Throne 
speech, Prime Minister Martin 
would do well to give 
Canadians a sense about how he 
plans on dealing with issues like 
air pollution and climate 
change. This will require a new 
focus, from fossil fuels and 
nuclear subsidies, to clean, 
renewable energy and better 
efficiency. We can meet the 
challenge of climate change and 
doing so will make Canada a 
stronger, more competitive 
country. 
So to our new prime minister 
and his cabinet, please don't 
accept the status quo. It's time 
for a new vision and a new 
future. You are our leaders-so 
lead. One million species and 
the next generation of 
Canadians will thank you. 
Take the Nature Challenge 
and learn more at 
<www.davidsuzuki.org>. 
Follow the Rainbow 
Resolutions and Ruptures 
Joel Koette 
OP Columnist 
Resolutions and Ruptures: 
Sexual and Gender Diversity 
and the Spaces In-Between is a 
conference being held and 
organized by the staff, faculty, 
and students of UBC. "The 
conference seeks to examine 
where various communities 
come together, rupture, inter-
sect, and overlap in relations to 
activism, oppressions, and the 
politics of change," as quoted 
from the Resolutions and 
Ruptures conference website. 
The conference will investi-
gate and identify the positive 
strategies and actions necessary 
to enact change in our commu-
nities. Much of the discussion 
will work to bridge the gap 
between marginalized groups 
and the self-determined com-
munities while examining how 
to include race, ethnicity, abili-
ties, gender expression, sex, 
class, size, age, and how they 
interact together creating the 
social structure we currently 
navigate. Like most of the con-
ferences of its kind, creating a 
dialogue between the different 
delegates, providing informa-
tion, and building relationships 
between the different delegates 
and groups is part of the process 
of changing the societal view we 
hold. The conference will pro-
vide open conversations to 
facilitate this type of growth in 
our communities and with our 
allies, as we explore theories, 
practices, and lived experiences. 
Speakers at the conference 
will include Sue-Ellen Case, 
Professor and chair of the 
Critical Studies Department. 
Professor Case has published 
numerous performance studies, 
new media, and critical queer 
theory. Speaker Jamie-Lee 
Hamilton will also be leading a 
workshop. Jamie-Lee is a long 
time community activist, Miss 
Gay Vancouver, and founder of 
a safe house for street-involved 
prostitutes. Speaker Kevin 
Kumashiro is a community 
activist, researcher, the director 
of the Centre for Anti-
Oppressive Education, and a 
developer of new approaches to 
addressing issues of social jus-
tice in our schools. 
The Resolutions and 
Ruptures conference will be 
taking place March 5-7, 2004 
in Vancouver. For further infor-
mation and registration, go to 
<www.positivespace.ubc.ca> or 
call 604.822.4859. Whoever 
you are, whether an activist, 
student, community member, 
faculty member, or an organiz-
er, I encourage you to attend 
this conference. 
http://www.otherpress.ca 
DThird egree 
Angela Blattmann 
OP Photographer 
What do the readers of the 
Other Press need to know 
kfore gqing on a trip to 
St. John's, Newfoundland? 
Name: The Professor 
Amwer: The rains are wetter, 
and the girls are more beauti-
ful. Or wait, is it the other 
way around? 
Name: Jennifer 
Amwer: The bars are really 
fun. 
Name: Wilson 
Answer: You've got to kiss a 
few cods to find your prince. 
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Marriage-A Polarizing Debate? Vi Right Hook 
J.J. McCullough 
OP Columnist 
In last Tuesday's 
State of the Union 
speech, President 
IL-...--a.,_;:... Bush outlined a 
broad array of social policies, as 
all presidents do. He spoke about 
curtailing drug use among teens, 
promoting abstinence, and 
increasing funding for health-
care. Then he spoke about mar-
riage. ''A strong America must 
-value the institution of mar-
riage," he said, calling marriage 
"One of the most fundamental, 
enduring institutions of our civi-
lization." He condemned 
"activist judges" who, "without 
regard for the will of the people" 
have been redefining marriage to 
include homosexual unions. In 
response to such actions, the 
President subtly suggested he 
might support an amendment to 
the US constitution banning 
such an act. The issue of gay 
marriage is a complex and thorny 
one that has suddenly been 
thrust into the spotlight, both in 
US, and our own country. 
This is an issue that I personal-
ly have had a lor of trouble 
wrestling with, in my own mind. 
I am not a religious person by 
any stretch of the imagination, 
and yet at the same time I have 
great admiration for the 
Christian principles upon which 
Western society is based. 
Marriage, as we understand it 
today, is one such institution that 
has been largely spawned from 
our Christian heritage. Unlike 
many other cultures, both 
ancient and contemporary, ours 
has not been a society that has 
encouraged such things as 
polygamy, infidelity, or even 
http://www.filibustercartoons.com 
divorce. In our culture, the idea 
of a strong family is paramount. 
Two loving parents, a mother 
and a father, are able to create a 
constructive and positive envi-
ronment, especially when chil-
dren are involved. A male father 
and a female mother are able to 
place in our history and society, 
as a symbol of gender coopera-
tion, procreation, and child rais-
ing. It is much more than a sim-
ple economic partnership, and as 
such deserves to be elevated to a 
degree that only a special title 
can grant. That tide is "mar-
offer parental skills 
rhat are fundamental- In Canada~ 
ly unique to their 
gender. I have no 
doubt that in my 
own life, my mother 
has taught me 
immeasurable 
amounts about 
women, not necessar-
ily by direct instruc-
tion, but rather by 
her very presence as a 
female figure in my 
daily life. 
Of course, I am 
well aware that such 
our activist 
judges seem 
to have 
already 
decided that 
our country 
will have gay 
marrtages 
sooner or 
later. 
an idealized vision of 
family life, while not uncom-
mon, is simply no longer a reali-
ty for many families in North 
America. Divorce is rampant, 
partners are no longer faithful, 
and abuse plagues many couples. 
However, with this being said, is 
the solution to therefore admit 
that marriage in the traditional 
sense has failed? Should we no 
longer try? There should be no 
denying that there are many very 
loving single-parent families, nor 
should it be denied that homo-
sexual couples can provide excel-
lent families for orphaned or 
abandoned children in desperate 
need of guardianship. But there 
will always be exceptions. 
Traditional marriage, as a man-
woman union holds a special 
riage." Gay couples should be 
granted full legal partnerships 
with each other, and should have 
"civil unions" recognized by the 
state. But they should not have 
marriage, for marriage is an insti-
tution that is larger than govern-
ment, it is an institution of 
humanity. 
That is my one side thinking. 
The other side of me realizes that 
the very sacred nature of mar-
riage as an institution is exactly 
what many homosexuals desire. 
Andrew Sullivan is a well-known 
American columnist who is both 
gay, and a strong conservative. 
I've been reading his articles on 
the issue of gay marriage, and he 
makes a powerful case. He speaks 
of how denying marriage to gays 
denies them a "home" and a 
strong structural and moral insti-
tution. It creates a void in their 
life that perpetuates a cycle of 
depression, nihilism, and isola-
tion. Many gay people have 
many sexual partners, never set-
ding. Is this because gays are a 
fundamentally more 
deviant and immoral 
people, or because they 
know that this is the 
role society has con-
strained them to? A 
"civil union may 
appease some, but to 
many other gays it is 
simply a continuing 
symbol that they are 
second-class people 
who must be kept "sep-
arate but equal" lest 
they "impure" straight 
society. Many argue 
that if marriage is 
indeed in trouble, due 
to the unpleasant realities I men-
tioned above, it seems rather 
unproductive to encourage an 
entire group of people to remain 
promiscuous and unattached. 
Marriage has a theme of finaliza-
tion to it, symbolized by that 
famous, though now largely 
ignored phrase, "till death do you 
part." Gay people are not going 
away, and we as a society are real-
izing that gays live lives just like 
our own. I have great disdain for 
the various radical leftist groups 
that have attempted to politicize 
homosexuality. Such efforts are 
confusing and patronizing, and 
cause great stress to gays whose 
views deviate from leftist agen-
das, such as conservatives like 
Mr. Sullivan. The sooner gays are 
integrated into mainstream soci-
ety, the better. Giving marriage 
to gays may help society get over 
its inherent fear of the "weird-
ness" of homosexuals, and finally 
accept them as our equals. 
In Canada, our activist judges 
seem to have already decided 
that our country will have gay 
marriages sooner or later. This is 
becoming such an accepted reali-
ty that even our nominally "con-
servative" politicians are no 
longer putting up much of a 
fight. In the US, however, where 
national laws are usually made in 
a much more lengthy and demo-
cratic fashion, the future of gay 
marriages remains uncertain. 
Trying to make a constitutional 
amendment on the issue is flat-
out stupid, however, for reasons 
that go beyond what one thinks 
of homosexual marriage. A con-
stitution is not something to be 
edited on spur of the moment 
issues such as this. Banning alco-
hol was a spur-of-the-moment 
urge, and the amendments that 
prohibited, and then quickly un-
prohibited alcohol remain a 
Bloch on that great American 
document's reputation. 
I usually support George W 
Bush, and the conservative agen-
da he preaches. However, in this 
current debate, I am not so sure. 
Lacking the President's religious 
perspective, I can only see homo-
sexuality as an inescapable reality 
of our society, and marriage as a 
fundamental, but much 
maligned, institution. As to 
exactly how, when, and why the 
rwo should meet, I must confess, 
I do not yet know. 
VALIU 
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Poetry/Fiction/Essays/etc. 
His nonchalance is his power 
Wtlson. 
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Horoscopes 
Miss. Fullah Shyt 
OP Contributor 
Aquarius-January 20-February 
18 
If you have blue eyes, this is a 
good time for you to travel. If 
you have brown eyes, you will 
be unlucky in love. If you have 
any other colour of eyes, you 
will be unlucky in love while 
travelling. 
.,.. 
Pisces-February 19-March 20 
That plan you have been work-
ing on will fail because of your 
selfish nature. You should read 
some self-help books and call it 
a day, but not out loud because 
that'll make you sound lcinda 
crazy. But let's be frank, that's 
not too far off, is it? 
Aries-March 21-April20 
This week you should enrol in 
dance lessons, but keep your 
shoes tied because you are due 
for a minor accident. Also, 
because of your flighty nature 
you should make sure there is a 
cancellation clause because you 
will probably drop out. 
Taurus-April21-May 20 
If you are a gal, your opinionat-
ed behaviour will get you in 
In & Out 
trouble this week. So hold your 
tongue and pick your battles 
wisely. If you're a guy, the charm 
you think you have will fail you 
when you try to worm your way 
out of that pig-headed comment 
you made at dinner last night. 
Grow up Taurus! We ain't gonna 
take your belligerence no mo'. 
Gemini-May 21-June 21 
You think you know everything, 
don't you? Don't you?! Well, you 
don't. Why don't you try clean-
ing up the garbage in your own 
yard before you start dumpster 
diving in mine? On a side note, 
nice haircut. 
Cancer-June 22-July 22 
You feel the need, the need 
for-well, everything. Jeez, why 
don't you try doing something 
for yourself for once? Oh that's 
right, you cancers aren't highly 
ambitious, are you? I believe 
you can, fly Cancer-! really, 
really do. 
Leo-July 23-August 22 
It's so sad how you always think 
you are right. The only consola-
tion is that the rest of us know 
What's in ... What's out ... 
Janet Jackson's left boob Janet Jackson's right boob 
Wilson Make-believe friends 
Me You 
The Olson Twins Paris Hilton & Nicole Ritchie 
Constellations Pop Stars 
Reading the 0 P Reading The Province 
Paperclips Staples 
Karaoke Singing in the shower 
Screech Jamaican Rum bottled outside St. John's 
Kissing cod Kissing frogs 
you aren't. You betta check yo'-
self before you wreck yo'sel£ 
Virgo-August 23-September 
22 
Gals, you are sweet and sassy 
this week-you must be up to 
something. No one will fall for 
your act. Guys, you are sensitive 
and chatty this week - because 
of this, you will be pleasantly 
surprised by someone over the 
weekend. 
Libra-September 23-0ctober 
22 
You should really get outside 
more. Take a nap under a tree 
or go for a walk on the Seawall. 
Make a wish on a star because 
this is your week, so shine. 
Scorpio-October 
23-November 21 
You seem pretty moody, 
Scorpio. Why don't you relax a 
little bit? You should take a long 
walk, not off a short pier, but 
consider it for a few minutes. 
Sagittarious-November 
22-December 21 
Last week you were told that 
your one-liners would get you 
nowhere. Boy, was that wrong. 
You will live long and prosper-
all the while delivering zingers 
: to those you meet. 
I 
I 
: Capricorn-December 
: 22-January 19 
Answers to last weeks Crossword 
Snowball fights Getting splashed with mud from a passing car 
Free buffets Malcing your own meals 
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Take some chances, 
Capricorn-go out and die your 
hair black, throw on some hot 
pink lipstick and sing karaoke 
(is this thing on?) like there's no 
tomorrow. Also, now is a good 
time to accept any proposals. 
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Transfer your credits to a 
UNIVERSITY .. with a difference 
UCC • The University College of the Cariboo • Kamloops, BC 
1------ Complete your DEGREE at UCC 
• Arts (B.A) • Tourism Management (B.T.M) 
• Fine Arts (B.F.A.) • Journalism (B.Jour.) 
• Science (B.Sc.) • Social Work (B.S.W.) 
• Natural Resource Science (B.N.R.S.) • Education (B.Ed) Elementary 
• Applied Computing Science (BTACS) • Nursing (BSN) 
• Business Administration (B.B.A) 
1------ Transfer DIPLOMA credits to a UCC DEGREE 
Most degrees, including BSc, BNRS, BSW, BTM, BTACS, BJOUR, BBA and BFA 
can award credits to Diploma graduates- in some cases up to two full years. 
1------ Apply to one of our UNIQUE DIPLOMAS 
• Respiratory Therapy 
• Sports Event Management 
• Events & Conventions Management 
• Computer Automated Systems 
• Computer Systems Operations & Management 
• Computerized Manufacturing Technology 
• Diploma in Management 
• Accounting Technician 
(Most of these UCC Diplomas are laddered into a UCC degree) 
1------ Transfer your CERTIFICATE Credits to a UCC Diploma 
• Accounting, Management, Tourism, Office Administration, Social Services, Child & Youth. 
1------- Exceptional facilities • One spectacular campus 
For complete TRANSFER STUDENT information, check out www.cariboo.bc.ca (Cikkon Future Students) 
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TRANSFER NOW to BCs DIFFERENT Kind of University __ APPLY ON-LINE ---iiiD 
• UCC (The University College of the Cariboo) in KAMLOOPS • email: admissions@cariboo.bc.ca 
To get your personal copy of the UCC Program Guide 
Call: (250) 828-soo6 • EmaU: uccinfo@cariboo.bc.ca 
Fax: (250) 828·5159 or Visit UCC at: www.cariboo.bc.ca (CII<kon ,.,.,. Sllld••tsl 
THE AMAZING 
CIVEIIWAY! 
7:HER PRESS SKI PASS 
TEll US YOUR CRAZIEST SKI INC STORY 
IN SOO WORDS OR lESS. EACH WEEK, 
WFJ.J. PUBliSH A WINNING ENTRY. 
WINNERS WIJ.J. RECEIVE TWO FUJ.J. 
liFT PASSES FOR HEMlOCK VAJ.I.EY 
SKI RESORT. EMAil YOUR E_NTRY TO: 
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Douglas College Recreation instructor and To Feb. 7, Performance Works by Elizabeth Zvonar, guests Carolyn Mark and the 
Events lifestyle coach) Works Jesse Gray, Vishal Jugdeo, New Best Friends 
----------------------------
Feb. 5, 12pm, Boardroom For information call Paul Kajander, and Elizabeth Feb. 7, Railway Club 
Images of Cuba (Room 4920) New West 604.257.0366 Milton To Feb. 28, artist talks For information call Campus Jan 24, 2pm, Helen Pitt 604.681.1625 Visions of Cuba by Esther Barefoot in the Park Gallery 
Rausenberg, Richard Tetrault, Piano Recital Ellie King directs Neil For information call Low Anna Maria DiSpirito, and Noon at New West presents Simon's romantic comedy 604.681.6740 Kranky recording artists from 
Ian Joyce. Opening reception piano recital with Sara Davis about seemingly mismatched Minnesota, with guests Chet ..... 
Jan. 8, 4-7:30pm Beuchner newlyweds Sensualite from Victoria To Feb. 20, Amelia Douglas Feb. 5, 12:30pm, Performing To Feb. 28, Burr Theatre Group exhibition of paint- Feb. 7, 8:30pm, The Drink 
Art Gallery, New West Arts Theatre, New West For information call ings and mixed-media works Tickets at Zulu, Scratch, Campus Campus 604.523.2877 addressing sensuality Highlife, and Noize! Records, 
For more information call 
604.527.5522 To Feb. 28, Graffiti Co. Art info 604.687.1307 DOUGIMUN 5th Annual Dirty Blonde Studio and Gallery 
Conference The Arts Club Theatre For information call TheWalkmen Kevin Kerr A World in TurmoiL· Terrorism 
Literature Alive presents Company presents Claudia 604.980.1699 Garage-rockers from New in the 21st Century 1 Shear's romantic comedy York City, with guests the playwright Kevin Kerr Feb. 7-10, New West about two lonely New Brad Phillips Decemberists from Portland Feb. 3, 11am, Room 1809 
New West Campus 
Campus Yorkers who meet at Mae Paintings of suburbia in and Vancouver's the 
For more information visit West's tomb watercolours and oils Countless Jibes 
Eating Disorders <http:/ /www.douglas.bc.ca/ To Feb. 28, Stanley Theatre To Feb. 28, Monte Clark Feb. 11, Richard's on 
Awareness Seminar dougimun> For information call Gallery Richards 
Fifth annual eating-disorder- 604.280.3311 For information call For information call 
awareness seminar with: Theatre 604.730.5000 604.687.6794 
Susan Tishler, MA, RCC and --------------------------- Here on the Flight Path 
Alison Bell, BA, MA Cand. Arms & the Man Langley Players presents Nobodyland 
Screening and discussion of The Vancouver Playhouse Norm Foster's comedy about Installation and drawings by 
film Perfect Illusion-Eating Theatre Company presents a divorced newspaper colum- Keith Jones 
Disorders in the Fami!J George Bernard Shaw's nist and his relationships with To Feb. 16, Antisocial 
Feb. 3, 7pm, Room B2270 prophetic play about love and women For information call 
David Lam Campus war, directed by Marti Feb. 5-28, Langley Playhouse 604.708.5678 
For information call , Maraden and starring For information call 
604.527.5508 Bernard Cuffling and David 604.534.7469 Concerts 
Marr 
---------------------------
Becoming and Staying To Feb 14, Vancouver Galleries The Dolly Ranchers 
Inspired Playhouse 
---------------------------- Alt-country band from New 
Feeling flat? Just getting by? For tickets and information I Am the Remix Mexico, with guest Rae 
What do "inspired people" call 604.873.3311 Works by Don Bury, Spoon 
have going for them? Can Lawrence Sim, and Slanguage Feb. 6, doors 8pm, W.I.S.E. 
you become and stay inspired Loveplay To Feb. 14, Western Front Hall 
too? The answer is a Shameless Hussy presents the For information call Tickets $15 at Little Sisters 
resounding YES! Find out Canadian premiere of Moira 604.878.7563 and Kokopelli's 
how by taking a look at the Buffini's play about couplings 
life and habits of inspira- of men and women that take Production, Consumption The Meat Purveyors 
tiona! people with Lee place in the same location & Function: Exploring Co-ed bluegrass outfit from Chamberland (Therapeutic across 2000 years Alternative Economies Austin, Texas, with local 
This Week In History ... Amanda Aikman Culture Editor 
February 4, 1996: 
Former Milli Vanilli member Rob 
Pilatus is hit over the head with a 
baseball bat in Hollywood while 
attempting to steal a car. Luckily, 
Pilatus is acquitted of any charges 
when it is discovered that he was only 
"pretending" to steal the car. 
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February 7, 1994: 
Blind Melon's late lead singer 
Shannon Hoon is ejected from the 
American Music Awards for loud and 
disruptive behaviour, eventually being 1 
charged with battery, assault, resisting : 
arrest, and destroying a police station l 
phone. Oh man, why is it all the fun l 
guys are dead or gay? I've got an extra : 
ticket to the Grammys and that Hoon l 
fella sounds like a real firecracker. : 
I 
I 
I 
I 
February 8, 1969: 
George Harrison's tonsils are removed 
at London's University College 
Hospital and destroyed so that they 
cannot be sold. Damn, George 
Harrison's tonsils aren't available for 
sale? Looks like my boyfriend will 
have to settle for chocolates this 
Valentine's Day. 
February 4, 2004 
.hackl/quarantine 
It's the end of the road for 
Kite, Black Rose, Barmung, 
Orca, Mistral, and the rest. 
After taking nearly a year to 
release all four parts of dot 
hack, Bamiai's groundbreak-
ing saga that blurred the lines 
of entertainment has come to 
an end. I may frequently be 
pointing out that this is the 
end, but its importance as the 
frnal piece of this saga is just 
as important as Return of the 
King, or Return of the jedi-
except there really isn't a 
return of anything here 
because nothing was ever 
missing. 
As I've stated before, the 
dot hack games have very lit-
tle innovation between the 
volumes game-play-wise. In 
fact, they are nearly identical 
except for a scant few features 
that have been added. So far, 
the only new feature that 
appears to be added is an 
item-collection quest, but it 
seems not to be unavailable 
until the game is finished. So 
as for innovation, from a 
game-play standpoint, there 
is absolutely nothing. 
The combat system is the 
same real-time system with 
the fully movable manual 
camera, and it's the same real-
time combat with a time-
based factor for magic cast-
ing. Graphically it's identical 
to the previous volumes. It's 
odd but the best way to think 
of this game is as one with 
four discs that are sold sepa-
rately. Since it's basically the 
end of a game, the only rea-
son to pick up this title is if 
you're still on the edge of 
your seat, waiting to know 
how it's going to end. 
Before hitting some plot 
points we should talk about 
the Liminality DVD that 
comes as a standard bonus 
with this final chapter. Now 
Liminality still doesn't make a 
whole lot of sense unless you 
play the game first, but it 
does fill some gaps for what's 
going on in the real world 
and what certain effects the 
wave virus is causing. That's 
not the main reason I men-
tion the disc, though. It's 
.hacki/GIFT. What is that 
you ask? Basically it's a bonus 
you could mail away for in 
Japan if you bought all four 
copies of the game. Included 
on the disc was a singular 
episode of .hack, which has 
been thankfully added to this 
set. Now it's not a normal 
episode of .hack. It's done in 
extremely bad animation 
with a total budget which 
seemed to have topped a 
whopping $23.57, or looks 
like it anyway. It's an 
extremely funny parody, with 
a clash between the Sign and 
game characters, in a search 
for the twilight hot spring. A 
haven't played a single vol-
ume should be looking to 
.hackllinfection first. 
However, the basic happen-
ings in this volume are that 
our heroes don't have time as 
a luxury if they're going to 
find the clues to help the peo-
ple who were afflicted by 
comas while playing the 
game. With the severs in 
jeopardy from both the CC 
Corp, who are trying to cover 
up their mistake, and the 
heads up for .hack/IGIFT. waves of strange effects com-
First, this is subtitled only. ing from the world, which are 
I'm assuming they didn't effecting the rest of the inter-
bother to get the English net, it seems fairly bleak for 
voice actors to do this (or our heros. This is the most 
they were too embarrassed basic back-of-the-box-like set 
to). This is the kind of weird up I can give, but I assure 
humour that was present in you, the game has quite a bit 
Excel Saga, so if you're expect- of depth. Most of it for this 
ing a serious or dramatic volume would be considered 
close to the series, you're out a spoiler. What else can one 
of luck. say at the end of a saga other 
As for the story itself, in than "it's over." If you haven't 
this chapter of hack it's the given this title a second 
conclusion-and for some- thought, now may be the 
thing that started off as an time to give it a try-but 
experiment to blur the lines start with _hackllinfection 
of entertainment, it has great first, it will make much more 
impact. Describing it, howev- sense. Whether you loved it 
er, is like trying to explain or hated it, the fact still 
what happens in the last act remains that it's over. This 
of a film. Those who are could start a trend of multi-
familiar with the story may part games, but for your wal-
have a vague idea of what's : let's sake, let's hope not. 
going on, but those who 
Pretear 
In addition to looking all fancy, with 
the accent thingie on the e, Pr!tear is 
also a magical girl anime with lots of 
pretty boys as well. In this anime it's 
up to Himino, and the 7 Knights of 
Leafe, to stop the Princess of Disaster 
from draining the entire world's leafe, 
or life energy. _ 
The picture qualiry is excellent in 
this volume, although, since we usu-
ally only get newer series, and DVD 
transfer technology is improving, pic-
ture qualiry like this is starting to be 
the new standard. For the sound 
aspect, we've got the now standard 
5.1-channel English audio mix, as 
well as the original 2.0-channel 
Japanese vocal tracks. Since this was 
Volume One you also have the 
Culture • the other press (§) 
great job on the dub-although since 
most of these voice actors have done 
many different jobs, I can't remember 
their names and I continue to call 
them by their character names from 
other series. 
Pr!tear appears to have quite a bit 
more depth than your usual run-of-
the-mill, magical-girl anime, and 
with only 13 episodes, there won't be 
any filler to speak o£ The basic set up 
is that the Princess of Disaster has 
escaped from her prison, and since 
the Knights of Leafe can't defeat her 
alone, they need to find someone to 
be their Pretear. What sets this apart 
form your typical magical-girl anime 
is Himino's family life-her poor 
starving-writer father married the 
richest woman in 
town, and now 
she's living on a 
huge estate with 
her two step-sis-
ters. Neither sister 
really wants to 
accept her as fami-
ly1 and her father 
doesn't seem to 
have enough time 
to spend with her, 
so she's all 
depressed and 
lonely and full of 
self doubt. That's 
when she runs 
into one of the 
Knights of Leafe, 
literally, and they 
hit it off with such 
anime rapport 
that you'd think 
they hated each 
other for years. 
And then, as if 
right on cue, that's 
... .:;..;;;....,., ___ _:::::.___..:iol-..-- when the demon 
option of getting it in a fancy box : larvae start attacking and it's 
that will hold the whole set ofDVDs. ' explained to her that she has to com-
Although I was sorely disappointed bine with a knight so she's able to 
by the lack of free stuff (I usually defeat the monster and so on. It's an 
expect a free t-shirt out of the deal), interesting take on the whole magi-
after looking at the cover art I think cal-girl thing and gives it a fresh 
that maybe it's a good idea I don't angle. And for the most part, the 
have a Pr!tear shirt. As for disc-con- majoriry of the characters are original 
tained extras, there are the ever pop- and not your basic cookie cut-outs. 
ular, and what I now call standard, This is far outside my usual bounds 
clean opening and closing anima- of reviews, but it's still got a solid 
tions. Along with that is a set of pro- story and interesting characters. For 
duction sketches, and the same ADV many of you this won't be your thing, 
trailers you probably saw on other actually taking one look at the cover 
ADV discs. But they did start some- will probably scare a few people 
thing new: they have two 10-minute away. And just to let you know, 
interviews with two of the voice there's only one girl on the cover and 
actors who worked on Pr!tear. These the rest are guys. So if you have an 
are nothing amazing, but I figure that aversion to girly looking pretty boys 
since this is the first time they're • and Japanese dub, I certainly would 
doing these, it is to be expected. The urge you to stay away from this. But 
only odd thing was that the guy if you're all about the magical girls 
doing the interview ripped off Craig and the pretry boys that naturally 
Killborn's "Five Questions" bit. accompany them, then Pr!tear will 
Rounding out the disc particulars, certainly impress you. 
the English voice cast has done a 
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Bowie Rocks 
GM Place 
Vanessa Simpson 
OP Contributor 
The night opened with the talented and 
vivacious Macy Gray on stage sporting her 
signature afro. Dressed in a Roots 
w31drobe from Robson St., Gray warmed 
up the audience for rocker David Bowie. 
But the soulful, jazzy richness of Gray's 
voice seemed lost on the ears of Bowie's 
older fans. While younger concert-goers 
answered Gray's call to shake their booties 
and danced in their seats, older fans sat 
reserved, saving their energy for the star of 
the show. 
They awaited David Robert Jones, a.k.a. 
David Bowie. The star who, in 1965, 
changed his name so as not to be confused 
with Davy Jones of The Monkees. David 
Bowie has shown a staying power that has 
lasted four decades. He has carved his 
name, his style, and his music into the 
psyche and hearts of millions. 
Saturday night Bowie entertained a 
near-capacity crowd at General Motors 
Place in Vancouver with his Reality Tour. 
He opened the show with "Rebel Rebel," 
a song that exemplifies Bowie's early 
career. Older fans that remembered the 
SWF seeks contributors for one-
article stands or possible long-term 
relationships. Do you listen to 
CDs? Attend movies, plays, or con-
certs? Read any good books lately? 
If so, I'd love to hear all about it. 
Be a culture writer for the Other 
Press! Don't do it for the money, 
the glory, or the fame ... do it for me, 
your lonely culture editor. 
edgy Bowie of the late 60s and 70s sat 
alongside his new wave fans of the 80s. 
Teens banged their heads and shook their 
fists next to their parents. It was a night 
that showed generations could appreciate 
the same musical talent. 
The opening few minutes of the per-
formance cleverly transformed an animat-
ed version of Bowie's band into flesh-and-
blood musicians. Then on the down 
stroke of a guitar note, there stood Bowie 
ready to rock. 
The minimalist stage design, the light-
ing, and the sparse special effects were 
enough to focus the audience on Bowie 
and his band. Bowie didn't wow his fans 
with pyrotechnics and flashy dance steps. 
He entertained them with his talent, and 
his sincerity. This approach, often lost in 
recent concerts, created an atmosphere 
indicative of a small club where bands play 
for fun to their ardent fans. 
When Bowie first walked on stage, he 
noticed a woman in the front row with a 
huge bunny. In berween songs he said, "I 
love when fans bring bunnies to concerts." 
Later, he dedicated a song to Isabelle, the 
bunny-toting enthusiast. 
A good concert is a reciprocal event, and 
Bowie wanted to ensure his fans knew he 
wanted to be there. "I can see that guy 
with the red hair," he said pointing to a 
fan dressed like Bowie in his Ziggy 
Stardust days. The fan ran towards the 
stage gleeful that he'd been noticed. 
"No, no," Bowie said. "Stay there. I just 
want to show that I can see you, like you 
can see me." 
The vintage artist performed and 
engaged his audience for rwo hours, play-
ing favourites such as "China Girl," 
"Fame," "Under Pressure," and "Heroes," 
mixed in with tracks such as the "Loneliest 
Guy," "Reality," and "Panic in Detroit" 
from his more recent CDs. 
The highlight of the evening was the 
30-minute encore Bowie performed for 
the arena of screaming fans. Was it Bowie's 
way of showing the crowd he appreciated 
their steadfast loyalty? You need not 
worry, Bowie, because at 57, you still rock! 
Enrique's 87-Year-
Oid Grandfather 
Is Going To Be 
A Dad Again 
Tanya Perone 
OP Contributor 
Would you think it's just a little weird to 
hear that soon you'll be the "proud 
nephew or niece" of an uncle 30 years 
your junior? Well that's the news pop 
singer Enrique Iglesias (age 28), son of 
Latino icon Julio Iglesias (age 60), 
received recently. Yup that's right, Julio is 
going to have a bouncing baby brother, 
making Enrique a soon-to-be nephew. 
Enrique's grandfather, Dr. Julio 
Iglesias (ironically a former gynecolo-
gist), and American wife, Ronna, secret-
ly married in 2002, shortly after the 
passing of first wife Maria de Ia Cueva. 
The doctor will expect the arrival of his 
son this spring, rwo years after becoming 
a great grandfather. Proud mother and 
father are only 47 years apart. It does, 
however, seem like mass confusion to 
the family dynamics when you pair up a 
man with a woman who could poten-
tially be his granddaughter, and sweep 
her off to a United States clinic for arti-
ficial insemination treatments. But what 
do I know, I might just be too naive to 
appreciate gene-pool magic in the mak-
mg. 
Asked for his thoughts on the matter, 
musical hit legend and former Real 
Madrid goalkeeper Julio Iglesias report-
ed that he's thrilled to have a brother on 
the way and furthermore hopes to be as 
fortunate as his father at 87 years of age. 
Julio Sr. helped deliver the first three 
grandchildren of the family Qulio Jr.'s 
children). 
I can see the possible future headlines 
now: "Julriqueo Wins The 2025 Best 
Latino Hit Award for 'El padre que 
usted no era demasiado viejo un hom-
bre' (Father, You Weren't Too Old A 
Man)." 
Born in Orense in 1916, Dr. Julio 
Iglesias joins well-known "octogenarian" 
fathers such as Anthony Quinn (who 
had lucky number 13 at the age of 81) 
and Saul Bellow (Montreal author, and 
proud father at age 84). 
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Frog Eyes, 
The Golden 
River 
Cam Reed 
OP Contributor 
No trees-less dirt. Arched green above. 
Snails plucking harps lie alongside the 
path challenging The Golden River. I 
walk and stop. Stepping only in fourths, 
I wait to gather myself while looking at 
the pond, at the XY and/or XX 
chromies. They are only tadlings. A 
youth's lost with appendages. A 
moment gone. I right up myself and 
find no path. Rather. I stand on heart-
beating lily pads. , 
Descending. The sky is red. The snails 
remain but without a shell. I cannot be 
helped. 
Snails: "Who you questioned?" 
They finger their sides with demands. 
(Sinful). Strangle the tadlings with harp 
strings. So quickly to turn on them. I 
lose sight. But someone's prayers are 
with them, no? 
Underwater, existence is muffled. My 
tears go unnoticed. I can't swim up 
without losing my legs. Me thought, 
what pain it was to drown. I am being 
killed, submerging. My struggle-less air 
bubbles float up and turn to fiends. 
Fiends: "I think you're JEALOUS.'' 
Last Gasp. 
1: "Holy Terror!" 
... you're not in the dark-you're not 
in the ditch. 
Unconscious. Amphibian organs play 
my death march. Clouded, the noise 
wears a mask. I have suffocated on the 
rivers that bend; I am limp and cane-
stuck. Float--do not rise ... you will not 
nse. 
A voice, faint screams beam through 
the fabric. 
Voice: "Oh Billy, come on." 
I: "GET BENEATH ME BIRD!" 
Lifted and burnt from the gathering 
arms. They breathe and I try to join 
them-but failing. Liquid seeps 
through my pores, and forms a bird-sil-
houette on the sprouting grass. A spar-
row explodes underneath me, flashing 
its wings toward the horizon. 
Sparrow: "Everybody is going to wake 
up with their eyes." 
She turns to the knight and clicks his 
heels goodnight. I cough and live. 
We have begun dancing around a fire 
in a barrel. The red sky is fading to 
green and The Golden River is near its 
end. Hands hold the air to swing it 
around us. 
All: "HOLIDAY!" 
A hand creeps-lands on my shoulder. 
And around my neck hangs my wife. 
Ear-to-ear, I wrap my wrinkled fingers 
berween her figures. We stare at the fes-
tivities knowing that it isn't the end. 
Ominous odors drag. 
Wife: "I'll keep sailing on." 
1: "Until the rosy pink dawn." 
Band: Frog Eyes, Melanie Campbell, 
Grayson Miniely, Carey Mercer, 
Michael Rak 
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All haEkfilf~ VftEafiBn JiYE1i 11 fiRS phB£9§ 
ilalifri ff Qm fuF efiamily lbum :md 
irh/1 ~hem§ ef :: Mew l=}g § lr!Hr (4ar8en 
~anaeiat kies ilile Qm 11 
th ir ami Hi ~o.an~eian~ Vi§if fht= fJnr Ptlnflfifl w ~-
hmael n ~ BFiE~ fFA §ifE iW 
Qaniidiilm li vin~ in mh f ~wwwt1Hrt:1ilna8aMa~:uine: 
EBHflfFir~i !lne : Ta~EF of Ea~ fBF mhmi~~iBn drmi!§. 
D.anada,'l fiWeHFifF Ftfi~F fA 
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The Organ, My 
Project: Blue, 
Le Drama@ 
The Brickyard 
Cam Reed 
OP Cpntributor 
Yes, it's a Forest. The bipeds stay on the 
outskirts and the pincushions complain 
about a prick. A choco-wrapper waves me 
to the centre. The third piggy's home 
stands alone. I've entered paying the price. 
I could be an Owl. Sitting perched, 
watching over the forest's floor. Trees 
creak and my head nods to their sighs. 
Geese and goslings gather to drown them-
selves. The squirrels scurry with the fire in 
their mouths sliding lower to the fur. No 
one extinguishes it. The squirrels invite 
the flame towards them and taunt. The 
bats click-click away at those with their 
feathers in place. 
Jeff: "Vogue!" 
Give those who groom daily the atten-
tion they deserve. They will acquire the 
alpha-chromie of their choice. 
The swans named Le Drama begin to 
sing. Shivering cries pass the time. Neck 
stretched and beak in the air, she sways to 
the creaks and drops. What a charming 
strut. 
Night falls undetected. The wolves 
come in from the side. 
Time passes while My Project: Blue 
tosses breadcrumbs leading the already fat 
children to their cottage. I had to close my 
eyes. I had to find light somewhere. They 
had tossed sheets over our eyes and let us 
stew in the rising boil they had created. 
Bees swarm. I am forced to breathe 
deep-! choose to hold it until the sound 
stops. Kiddos whimper. 
I: "You won't be eaten." 
Arteries roll along the floor collecting 
dirt and momentum. Can we feel a pulse? 
Flock of Seagulls shrieks about laying 
someone's eggs. Pendant-wearing pen-
dents squirm out of their holes. 
The heart starts beating. 
Time stops. Don't bother clocking it. 
I leave my branch to watch the bleeding. 
The boys swoon, some in vain. The girls 
february 4, 2004 
swoon, some in vain. I detect little move-
ment other than ... 
The video is on pause. The picture is 
clear, though. Aptly placed signs. Five 
crows begin to caw. Everyone must stop 
to hear what they are saying. The collec-
tive shiver begins and the animals start 
hoping. Mallards kiss each other with 
tongue. Webbed-toes collide. It's just The 
Organ. It's just that the wolves are out and 
the plumage isn't ruffled. Everyone in love 
has found each other. Beaks smile. What's 
come over us? The heart? 
It's just beating. It's The Organ. 
Student Seat Sale! 
Europe This Summer 
Unbeatable Travel CUTS fares in the heart of the 
student travel season. Fly when YOU want to. 
Compare return fares from Vancouver 
Depart between April 05 and May 15. Return between July 10 and Sept. 06 
To Travel CUTS Other Guys You Save Student Seat Sale Fares 
· SFU, Rm MBC 2270 London $680 $718-$1000 $37-$300 
Amsterdam $798 $898-$1300 $100-$510 604-569-2850 
Paris $798 $890-$1300 $92-$780 
Frankfurt $798 $890-$1200 $92-$680 567 Seymour St 
Madrid $918 $990-$1400 $72-$480 604-659-2830 ' 
Helsinki $878 $1090-$1400 $210-$520 
Warsaw $918 $1150-$1400 $230-$480 120 West Broadway 
Prague $958 $1200- $1500 $240-$540 604-659-2887 
Athens $1048 $1290-$1600 $240- 550 
Similar great fares available to other destinations 
www.travelcuts.com 
Book early! Seat sale extended until February 13th 
::1RAVELaJ1S Canadian students book over 40o,ooo trips annually with Travel CUTS See the world your way 
r,,., shown~ cu~nt seat so~ rarn on scheduled a d~oafft:t f\iahts. AH fares shown e:ul~ tues 1nd ~ated trtnsportation & stMce fees. farn cOO'Kt at time of printinc. Elisibllity: Full ti~ students OSlO & youth (JYTQ under '26.Travet CUTS Is OWMd 1nd opel'llted by the canadian ~~tlon of Students. 
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Seeds of Hope 
Barbara K. Adamski 
Features Editor 
On November 26, 2003, the 
Centre for Conflict Resolution 
at The Justice Institute of British 
Columbia QIBC) put on a work-
shop entitled, "Bullying in th( 
Workplau: Th( Organizational 
&spons(", with respectful work-
place consultants Marje Burdine 
and Ed Jackson, and the JIBC's 
Kent Highnam. 
One hundred twenty-five par-
ticipants rook part in the ail-day 1 
event, making it "perhaps the : 
first time in North America : 
when such a large group, repre- : 
senting industry, government, : 
and the public and private sec- : 
tors, had convened to learn : 
about and share their experiences : 
with workplace bullying," : 
according to the JIBC website 
www.jibc.bc.ca/ccr/main/cusrom 
izedSolutions/bullying/introduc-
tion.htm>. 
The objectives of the work-
shop were to: 
• Identify key characteristics of 
the bully 
• Describe the effect of bullying 1 
on the victim 
• Discuss the role of bystanders 
• Identify factors that contribute 
to bullying 
• List organizational steps to 
address workplace bullying 
Burdine, who has 25 years of 
experience 1n Conflict 
Resolution, defines workplace 
bullying as: 
The intentional, persistentat-
tempt of one person to intim-
idate, demean, torment, con-
trol, or break the resistance of 
a less powerful person at the 
place of work or in the course 
of employment. The behav-
iour, through its repetition or 
its severity, diminishes the dig-
nity or the psychological or 
physical integrity of the tar-
geted individual." I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
A distinction was made : 
between "bullying behaviour," : 
which Burdine defines as a rare : 
chological violence may suffer 
from fear, anxiety, depression, 
loss of sleep and appetite, and 
increased use of alcohol and 
drugs. Suicidal thoughts or 
Burdine, adding that psychologi- : 
cally aggressive behaviour is : 
harmful, and has no place in our : 
schools, our worksites, our : 
I 
society. 
"Wherever people have 
power, that power is at 
risk of being abused. " 
Marje Burdine 
The course was designed as a 
series of lectures combined with 
breakout sessions that allowed 
participants to communicate and 
share their own experiences with 
others, in a casual environment. 
Discussion sessions focused on 
the organizational factors that 
contribute to bullying, the level 
of bullying in organizations, and 
how bullying was dealt with. 
Individual groups cited competi-
tive work environments, power 
issues, and managerial styles as 
playing important roles in the 
level of bullying found within 
certain cultures. Many managers 
confuse "control" with "manag-
ing," and with this control 
comes a lack of respect for those 
being controlled. 
reaction to a loss of coping abili-
ty and "being a bully," whereby 
the manipulative and bullying 
behaviour is a part of that per-
son's way of dealing with rela-
tionships in general. 
Some bullying can be attrib-
uted to the organizational cul-
ture. Sometimes a change in the 
culture is stressful to the employ-
ees, and at other times the cul-
ture is one that condones or even 
encourages bullying as a form of 
management. Critical to a bully-
ing situation, Burdin~ notes, is 
the power differential . 
"Wherever people have power," 
she says, "that power is at risk of 
being abused." 
The behaviour exhibited by a 
bully can be either personal or 
work-related. For a target of such 
unwarranted aggression, the line 
between personal and work-
related becomes blurred. 
Burdine's examples of personal 
harassment --constant criticism, 
insults, ridicule, practical jokes, 
and mobbing-are just as, if not 
more so, demeaning in the work- 1 
place than withholding informa-
tion, stealing credit for work 
done, and undermining the tar-
get's reputation (examples of 
work-related bullying). 
For the target, the end result is 
the same. Those exposed to psy-
actions appear when the victim 
begins to feel there is no way out. 
Victims are often reluctant to 
speak up. In the first place, says 
Burdine, the victimization is 
gradual, so gradual that it can 
often take months or even years 
for the target to realize that it's 
happening. In addition, targets 
fear retaliation if their accusa-
tions are believed. 
In many cases, however, there 
But, "is it tradition, or is it 
bullying?" asked one RCMP offi-
Those exposed to psychological 
violence may suffer from fear, 
anxiety, depression, loss of sleep 
and appetite, and increased 
use of alcohol and drugs. 
is a reluctance on the part of 
management, human resources, 
and bystanders to even acknowl-
edge the existence of such a 
problem. Many organizations 
have policies regarding sexual 
harassment or gender discrimi-
nation, but nothing to guide 
workers in the case of bullying. It 
is imperative to not minimize 
bullying by calling it merely a 
"personality conflict," states 
cer in attendance. Indeed, para-
military organizations such as 
the Police, Sheriffs, and 
Corrections have their own set of 
"rules" when it comes to bully-
ing. Whistleblowing (also known 
as "ratting" in law enforcement 
circles) is frowned upon more 
than it is in other organizational 
cultures. And whistleblowers, 
whether they blow the whistle on 
criminal code violations, health 
february 4, 2004 
and safety violations, or anything 
else, often become targets of a 
workplace bully. 
Bystanders also play an impor-
tant role in workplace bullying. 
Often, they are present when the 
bullying behaviour takes place. 
They may fail to recognize the 
bullying for what it is, consider it 
normal behaviour, or ignore it. 
What's worse is they sometimes 
condone or partake in the bully-
ing, especially in cases where the 
victim is someone they dislike or 
disrespect. Perhaps they are dis-
turbed by what they see, but fail 
to be supportive to the victim, 
which only degrades the victim 
further. 
Other bystanders justify the 
bullying. The most unpopular 
comment of the entire workshop 
was made near the end of the 
day, when a woman blurted out 
to an audible sound of disgust, 
"People pick on people for good 
reason." 
Still, the JIBC's Kent 
Highnam believes the change in 
corporate culture begins with 
bystanders. He suggests those 
who want to put an end to work-
place bullying try to influence a 
few people, get them on board-
make five phone calls to people 
who can start the small snowball 
of change. 
"If you plant seeds of hope and 
respect out there," he says, "they 
will grow." 
A summary of the workshop's 
group discussions can be viewed 
at <www.jibc.bc.ca/ccrlmain/ 
cusromizedSolutions/bullying/ 
discussionGroup.htm>. 
Targets of workplace bullying 
can join a Vancouver-based sup-
port group by emailing <nobul-
lyforme@shaw.ca>. 
Peruse the support group's dis-
cussiOn board at 
<http://pub88.ezboard.com/bno 
bullyforme>. 
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Mlk RIV 
fJf3 f3aflfHIJUtf3f 
A fifth llHHiv~tMFy I a ~~rn~ fuF 
FEflEHieH! thi~ Pelnmnr, 
Btm~la eolle~E will HB§~ iu 
fifth lmHIWiBHdl Mmi~:l UHI~HI 
M~uieH~; wkitk BW~ ~HE UH~:tiH­
i¥ Hil.BlE ut tltHJtJIMUN, lH 
1~97; il. §iH~I~ fdEUlty ltiElHBH 
~uuk fum dHVHHUFUUs tl:lllE~t 
Huli~::m~ w ERE HH:~itttH 
l.:.lft!vmH¥ llf t:ai~ll 1s ~ted~::! 
bJnrml Ntttiem. tJ.hu Ht~ d& 
Ehe ~p!!Jk fHiH i~Hi£!:t:l 
JjeUWMUN. 
Ptum kumlilE HE~lHHIH~~~ 
tltlUolMU Has ~wwH iHW a 
t:eHfi:tEHte tHdl: 11! Hfa Hil:ltt= 
EHaH i tl t:l~:l~~il.l!:~: ~lli:He fil:ltti d~ 
Fdf dWa¥ d§ !HE eHth~llPHE~ 
M11wpoH UHiYH!!il:t iH W!!~~ 
if~!Hi!t! tk sEHH W 
tleUtHMUN 1~ §Ut!:Es~ i~ 
fWOfulU! the ~tl.§ it:JH II IH~pltes IH 
the ~aHiei~aiU ~HE EllEy W-
aeHf§ llf cli~HIW·ie§-ll.HU I:HE 
lealieF§Ri~ et Mti.tlEHE FittHEetk: 
a Bt:m~la tJelle~e Pelit:it:al 
§Ei Hte iHHHIHllf tiltH 
tlUYtilMYN Ftl.Eul~ at:lvi§er. 
A Medel UHit:ed Nat:lem 
(MUM) i 11. ffiut-tlay tBH~tEHI:E 
WREfe maeRf§ mle-~lay UEIE~ 
~ME fwm ellUHHilis tUllURtl fH~ 
wetld in irnuhuetl U!tifeu 
NafiBR§ t:ommium. _ the 
HEBME~ IUE I:BRSUHEU iii::EllfdiH~ 
£B !lHUal UN ~fO!:EtlUfE~J dHtl 
diE HEIE~dfE§ life si:H:IH ly EH!:I:JUI--
d~Eli fB faifhfully tEptEsEIH lHEif 
fE~~~Hi¥E Hal:iom 11.~ fREy sEEk 
il.H~WH~ fO teal-WBFIU ~~ UE . 
tHE WHl!!tlyiH~ WEH~EH Of d. 
MUN l~ tiw i~ !tile ~ sma~m~ 
H:l ~tplm~: ~lulial i ~U!is fwm 
uni~u~ ~tm~eHiVEs. i--til.lttUtk 
~Ut~ ib 1fHE l:UHt~pf liHtllUhi.~E§ 
mtltvitlualisrn !lAd EBIIEE~ivt~tH tl.f 
the ~tUttE ~ii:H!iJ liettl.U~e nutle1m 
HE~U W lHiHk a~ iHtlivltludJ tBUH-
HiE~; 13m have w h.mk tl.~ I:HE 
witlEr pitHifB ot ~He wutltl. 1 
BeUWMUN lie~IHHiHMs 
lie IH I:HE li!~HiEHtEs Uf fkdl: fiW 
I:Hp I:U edlmj wheH ~HE tluu~ltl.s 
t!el!i~!ltiuH tept~ EH~EU ~ke 
Hil~illH etNI~Efid BH ~Hii glitut!Ey 
euuHtil. tjur HlllfiEMfl:l H uelE-
~ai:Es did tke tl:llle~E pFUUUi Hllt 
uHly was fREit pmpusetl FE elu~ 
tit:JH pmetl Hy ~he MUN 
§etUFil.y t:l:lUHtil: lim I:HEit slllU-
til:ll:t was tl.Hu!illy llitWtlttlet:l w 
the teal Unil:etl N!i~lt:JHs. tlils 
M!irth will ~EE ~lie Mh tBIIE~e~ 
up~eneu ltip I:B the MUM IH 
ttim: WR!!H ~ wdenu wlll 
il§diH tii.H¥ llUt HBHBUf asmatl. 
Alite i--t!lnlen d1e flf ~ 
tlt)UtJtMUM §~Ematy 
§eHEfal ant! tl. tHei:HI:Jet ef fie 
NiMEfitl.H aelE§ill:iBH iH t:iiiFU: 
f ~all ; 11tHE itlEii fB ~EHEHUe !I.H 
al-HBI:HE Matl~;l tJHltet! NatleR~ 
wa~ a Feml~ ef EkE IH§piHHIBH 
aHa eHefiW Ekat l:larn MaFieHe 
aHa ERE §fUtleH£~ WRB !I.HEJUle!l 
Ike t:11lm tHmWFEHEej 8mu~ki 
l:latk wiEH diEfH.;J tRE ~~~~ 
tldUtifMYN ~fEBliEFJ wklt:R 
mek a vm w plaHl W!l§ an 
UH~Ut Eimml ~UttER 
tJtlUtiiMUN 1~ aslli{t m 
El~EfiEHEE Bf !ill ~aH!tl~aHU! ua 
fuUf-d!ly HlHflifEHEE like Ekb SHE 
~ n f{:1H SH !l hi~ltl aHtl WREfREf 
fl: I~ £he ~um ~~ealiH~ m §Eli~ 
aeH£§ memilH~ t1le MUN1 Eller 
l:BfHE i!Wijt like EHE~\;~ BEER SH 
am~§ fm rum fillY§. 1 ~rha~§ !E1§ 
the atbilHlve H!lEUfE sf fHI§ tBHc 
~FEHI::e I:H!lt l§ the fell.! §EHEE E8 
------------------------------~---~---------------~-=~~--~ 
•~•~ •• ••• •• ••••• ca ••••••======•==••• === 
----------------------------------------------------------iH ~lfE lm fuelEd fiy~ yE!lfs sf 
~HElm~htnll: ~!lH!tl~aEIBH by 
8mh tlElE~i!EE~ ami ~~~HIHuie§, 
tki l!t§plmhm I ~plfl~!l br 
EHE t:ei:Hmem~ of · illHifa i%EEF§~ 
d. §tuHEIH who f~~fmHIE~ 
~~H~~~l OH ~HE UN 
ERviFBHtHEm~l ~m~Fa!R EBffi~ 
miHEe IH tmUtiiMUN ltltli. 
w l\~m; t)tjUti!MUN fepFE-
~!!meu tke eppunuHI~ 11Hl lwH 
lltlllm §UH-l~IHlHg tlllflplEtEI}r HE 
ilHU tmelt}fi Hy Bi!IHg sUtlffiEfsEH 
ti~Hl 1H ~Hi! elpEtiEHI::e. :l l\EEI:~ 
al~e tEfi;fJ:Eli W lHE ~HHllet VlitlfU-
iH~ \flllt tlfHEfs 11WHB sHtl.~e~ ltiy 
iiHEfE t IH tHE Ell-BEIHg 11f lliE 
lltit:l. it Wtl.§ sU lli:H!ltiH~ l:ll WUfk 
W~i!~HEf l~h §ll Hi!lH}r ulffmm 
hUEHlEtl ~EO~IE lB l:llftiE Up witH 
ll fiH!il ~fUUUH. h HU1},, ti.M ffiEl 
hkE we WEF!! In fRE UN." 
IE §UEtER 
fkh atldlHI\IE !l ~~H ml~hf 
dl§B Elpla!H tH~ rEp~aE ~!lHIEI~il­
EIBH B¥ maRy of £H~ HBEable 
§pe@~n. _ FBF lmtaHtej aE Ek~ 
miHI-tBH~F~HtE JjtJUtHMUN 
Re~ml hM NevemH~h §~Him 
BllfeaUH!lt Pe~H b. IJ!lt~§~ 
Be~uty BIFEHI:lf Bf lHEHRatll:lHal 
fhl~ ~d§~ien abem EkE e~pEri­
~HtE hH~Hs !lfi:Ef ERE E\leHt 
LUthi.Ha lOB; II. p~§E ~EHeEilfy 
tieHHal ami leH~-EEftH 
JjtjUtliMUN EHtHU~IM1 pUE§ 
~~ thi§ Wtl.~i! u HEH l gll 8\iEf tHy 
f~mlfi~ HBWJ l §~Ill tllH§iHEf Ptl.t-
!:lti~tl.EIH~ IH JjtjUtJlMUN d§ 
beiH~l it Hm ~he ~fEIHesE lltkiEYE- ffiE 
I:HEHb !lt IEm ERE ltiU§( hHEfe~Ec ~UEHtl¥ \ilii. 
in~ ll.HU ml~ln!il thiH~ f have ~vef nm will Be mendln~ 
iittB!ti~ll§HEt:l~n fltJU€UMiJN ~tl~ a~ a ~UE§t 
At:EBttlln~ . m MaFIEfiE ~PE~F !lHM ttl mb ElbtlW§ wlfk 
i--tam:e~k: ~kh entku la~I:H til~ dele~t~tet 
El~EHU MEVflHU thE dele~a~E§ ami· ffif~FY yea11 EREFE !lFE ~EVEF!!.I 
I~ §HII.retl B¥ the Humereu~ dlplB- §Ugh Ilml~ulng ~uEn ~~Eak~F§ 
I:Hlm ant:l dl!HIHHIE~ wllB· flEI~ wits milk~ ~he §\mulaEetf li§~EH 
mlikE tJtlU@fMUM !l m~t:E~~! Bf!l MlJN §~em muEk rnmE real! 
MllReStk FE~fg m fke 11EH~lleFI~n rk~ mHH!il ~§(IVitle§ lm~lmle a 
furm!il Bl~lema.f~ 1!:\i~nlH~ H~­
§~en~sml B¥ Eh~ ~ll.HilHI!lH 
IHUIEUE~ sf Im~matifmru Milif§: 
wlil~k ID§B k~lp§ maR~& Ek ~u~ 
Eltl~!lEIBR Bf fufffitf etrnll.Hl!ln 
!lffiHa§§!lHBf§, MBfR~f iHEH~§E­
IH~ mem~:m will 8~ ~Hl§ r !lf1§ 
vltiEIHBHF~f~HtlH~ lffi Ill~ l1N 
~!lWFIH~ a Pal~mnltrn AUEABFIEy 
f~~fe§EHI!l.EltE RB will H~ al§-
tu§§iH~ i§~U~§ §UffBUHMiR~ 
hhl.~h @HmuHIUH at EH~ a§~tH~ 
fiE} wruLn 
ta~§& app~amHH!§ Hr tll~ls­
mm aRtl !!i~Himril!§ m EkE 
fe§Ult BF fA~ e1t£~HsiY~ tl:lHH~t­
EIBH§ BUllE l:l~ l:lVH Ek~ )'tm l1y 
Eh~ tlewH-EB-t:mli Ff!lHkBckj 
wks jfddH~Ir t:hlirn§j 11 h i§ a sad 
kaHif I lm:~ at ~eHIH~ El:l kHI:l 
~~s~l~!l: WheH ~fE§§~tl ll.BI:lm 
haw §H~ mdli~§ ftm~ mnm~u~ 
Flanmt.:k §!l.Y§l Hflm a llviH~~ 
wruhln~~ BF aEklH~ ~oliflffil §€1-
~HEi§h §S If I fiBH'E a~v Is~ tSH-
HE~(ISH§l I ilffi HBE daiH~ my j!'lb,n jab !l§lfl@: Fttrn~at.:h ~HBW§ 
ili~ p!l§§IBH HHd rlyl11~ bern k~r 
fi~EWBrklH~ §kill§ trnd fl~r l~!lH~F­
§HI~ sr tleJtJtJIMUN wk 11 §H@ 
§{!l{~§l UflijJi~J~ru ~~\@H€ i§ !l fl~ru 
auivlf}l! It~ m~ nulf ERE wefltl §p!H§ 8H, h I§ FE!ill(f;ll 
AH IH£Hm 111 ilJul a ~§§§ISH fuF 
~Slitltal f~rulflE§ §el:fH§ fB f:il~Ei­
V!lf~ Ek a~J~~!lt~~ BHtE EH~V ~H 
immm~a IH tk~ EBH~f~HtE 
EHVIFBHffiEHEl fe~Uille§§ sf EHEif 
IHII:lru lEVEl ef iHfH~§t Fl!lHt:Btk 
mdln fHi§ HtrndBffH!lfiBH EB IR!: 
a tkiml I eF a fur 
~~B~l~ EB ~8 B~YBHH ER@ffi= 
§El\l~§,n 
§k ~BHEIHu~§~ u\\\l ko.¥@ lml 
V@fY. §~Hltn eua a effi~::lru§ hEr@ 
at ~Ill§ ~BH&~Hge trnH Ek~y m 
lllw!IV§ ilffima aE rn~ lEv r !lHd 
~urul f¥ ef (R@ mtH@nl§: And I 
EHIHk fk!lt 1@¥~1 sf ~u!!.llfV i§ 
!ilwa.V§ EH~r~! If~ jH§l UtU HB 8H@ 
HBER F~ EB tl~!lH til §E~ilm elf dt~ 
ifidBW§ §8 fR!l£ ~~B~i@ EilH ilHH-
iillr §~~ tEk~ §u!!.IJE¥:1 Ana 1 rkiak 
fRilf QH!: Qf fh@ ~Hf~B§~§ f Rli¥~ i§ 
f8 Eiik~ d~ §ft2tl.fH elf EH~ iH-
tiB\\% §8 EH!lf ~~B~IE 8lH §l!~ ERilE 
nua~RE§ M~ ilbl~ ts aEmm~ll§H 
fHliHV Eki~g§ ,, ~iv~H Ek~ FigAE 
8~~8fHlHIH~§:" 
tki§ §taE~meiH k!HU ilE ER~ 
~~mmru mminfiBm tk!ll: pull 
l-IaHmt:k BilEk fl:iilf fifE f ye!lf: 
sli~ !§ fHt Weful m ~elm sm 
Ektl.E §H~ Els~m~E as u !ilt:Jn~ !lRtl 
Ef~:UIE§ ~Hb htl.FU 'Bfk il!id tleuic 
EilEiBH l:lf Ek~ l:lfgilliitiRg f:BI:HfHiE~ 
Ete sf §EUtl~!iE§ fie 'Bfk fuf 
msHER§ l:lH l:H::WtllMUN. 
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Douglas College Well ness Challenge 
50/100 Makes You a Winner 
The Winter 2004 Wellness Challenge is here. Get in "total" shape 
for the New Year! The Wellness Challenge is a great way to get 
completely ready for the upcoming summer months. The 
"Challenge" encompasses the entire sel£ The activities exercise 
the physical, mental, social, spiritual, and environmental aspects 
of the individual. Whether you're reading a book with humour 
(Activity#35), getting a massage (Activity #25) or walking the 
seawall (Activity #1), the Wellness Challenge will be a rewarding 
expenence. 
What is the Wellness Challenge? 
Individuals are to complete 50 percent of the activities that are 
listed in your Wellness Challenge package. 
Who can participate? 
The Wellness Challenge is open to current Douglas College stu-
dents, staff, and faculty. 
How do I start? 
Download the Well ness Package and complete 50 percent of the 
activities. <www.douglas.bc.ca/csrw/wellness.htm> 
Looking to get in shape? 
Join the Douglas College Run/ Walk program. 
This fun, easy-to-do program is targeted at the beginner/ recre-
ational individual and designed to get you ready for summer 
or to participant in a 10K walk. The program is open to stu-
dents, staff and faculty of Douglas College. So grab a group of 
friends and get walking! 
Date: Monday January 26, 2004 
Time: 5:30-?pm 
Location: Room: 1323 -New West Campus 
Cost: Only $50! 
Cash, Cheque (Payable to Douglas College), Visa/MasterCard 
Instructor: Chris Durnford 
Who can join? 
The DCRW program is open to all Douglas College students, 
staff, and faculty, as well as their friends and family. 
What do you need to begin? 
Positive, healthy attitude. 
A good pair of running/walking shoes. They should fit com-
fortably and provide the necessary support. 
Comfortable active clothing that is suitable for various weather 
conditions. 
Change of clothing. 
Water bottle. 
Identification of any medical/health condition to instructor. 
*You are encouraged ro consult your health practitioner before 
embarking on any new exercise program. 
To download the package, go to: 
<www.douglas.bc.ca/csrw/runwalk.htm>. 
New West Youth 
Basketball League 
Game Night @ Douglas College 
Date: February 6, 2004 
Location: Douglas College-New West Campus in the Gymnasium 
Room:1300 
700 Royal Ave., New Westminster 
Time: 6:30-9:30pm (approx.) 
The Centre for Sport, Recreation, and Wellness of Douglas College would like to 
invite the players and their families of the New West Youth Basketball League 
(NWYBL) to the marquee basketball event in New Westminster on February 6, 2004. 
The Douglas College Royals versus the Kwanden University Eagles. The players of 
the NWYBL will be the guests of honour and will have the opportunity to showcase 
what they have learned at the half time of the men's and women's games. 
Details: 
The Douglas College and Kwanden University men's and women's basketball teams are members of the 
British Columbia Colleges' Athletic Association (BCCAA). This game is a BCCAA league game and 
NWYBL players and families will have opportunity to witness their Sunday morning coaches in action! 
Flash Gordon is looking for 
sports writers and opinionated 
sports fans to contribute news articles 
to the weekly Fall and Winter editions of 
The Other Press 
Submissions can be sent online to: 
dcsportseditor@yahoo.ca 
Handwritten articles can be dropped off in the 
mail slot of the OP office in the bowels of 
Douglas College. 
If you write it, we will print it 
and comments on articles are welcome• 
to editing by leader Flash Gordon) 
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Douglas Royals Athletics 
Schedule for February 
Women's and Men's Basketball 
Friday, February 6 WOMEN-6:30pm MEN-8:15pm 
Kwantlen Eagles @ the Lion's Den 
Friday, February 13 WOMEN-6:30pm MEN-8:15pm 
@ Langara Falcons 
Saturday, February 14 WOMEN-2pm MEN-4pm 
@ Malasapina Mariners 
Fri<fay, February 20 WOMEN-6pm MEN-8pm 
@ UCC Sun Demons 
Saturday, February 21 WOMEN-6pm MEN-8pmn 
@ UNBC Timber Wolves 
Friday, February 27 WOMEN-6:30pm MEN-8:15pm 
Capilano Blues @ the Lion's Den 
Saturday, February 28 WOMEN-6pm MEN-8pm 
Langara Falcons @ the Lion's Den 
Women's and Men's Volleyball 
Friday, February 6 WOMEN-6:30pm MEN-8:15pm 
@ CBC Bearcats 
Saturday, February 7 WOMEN-6pm MEN-8pMen 
UCFV Cascades @ the Lion's Den 
Friday, February 13 WOMEN-6:30pm MEN-8:15pm 
Malasapina Mariners @ the Lion's Den · 
Saturday, February 14 WOMEN-1pm MEN-3pm 
Camosun Chargers@ the Lion's Den 
Friday, February 20 WOMEN-6:30pm MEN-8:15pm 
UCC Sun Demons @ the Lion's Den 
Saturday, February 21 WOMEN-6pm MEN-8pm 
CNC @ the Lion's Den 
Badminton 
January 31-February 1 
Langara @ Pinetree Coquitlam Campus 
Monday, February 15 
BCCAA @ Kamloops 
Wrestling 
Sunday, February 1 
Yakima Valley CC @ SFU 
Friday, February 6 
Pacific University @ SFU 
Saturday, February 7 
Central Washington @ SFU 
Tuesday, February 24 
NCWA Regionals@ Douglas 
Women's Rugby 
Saturday, February 7 11 :30am 
SFU @ Queen's Park 
Saturday, February 14 11:30am 
@Nanaimo 
Saturday, February 21 11 :30am 
Burnaby @ Queen's Park 
Saturday, February 28 11 :30am 
@UBC 
CF Miley 
OP Columnist 
How Swede it is. The Canuck roster 
is peppered with no less than seven 
Swedish-born players, including the 
captain, Markus Naslund. Can you 
name them all? Bet you I can. As of 
January 31, Naslund is once again 
leading the NHI..:s scoring race with 
63 points (29 goals, 34 assists). The 
soft-spoken Naslund is one of the 
finest stick handlers to come along 
in a long while, and is quickly edg-
ing out Greg Adams as my favorite 
Canuck of all time. 
Adams solidified his place in my 
heart on May 24, 1994, when he 
beat a sprawling Felix Potvin in 
overtime to send the Canucks to the 1 
Stanley Cup finals. I was among the 
16,150 screaming partisan fans at 
the Pacific Coliseum that night, and 
proceeded to high-five complete 
strangers for over two hours after_ the 
game. That -night was pure bliss. 
Not only did the Canucks make it to 
the finals, but they did it with a 
come-from-behind win over the 
stinking Leafs. How was I to know 
1 
that I'd have my heart ripped out a 
mere two weeks later when Nathan 
Lafayette snapped a shot off the post 
late in game seven? Watching the 
New York Rangers hand Lord 
Stanley's Cup from ex-Oiler to ex-
Oiler sent me into a personal binge 
of pure hedonism that remains unri-
valled to this day. All I remember is: 
I was in Seattle at the time; I tried to 
explain the magnitude of the event 
to a man named Leroy (who bought 
me a doughnut in an attempt to 
console me}; and I woke up to a 
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security guard poking me with a 
very hard baton. Thankfully, the rest 
of that dreadful night remains 
locked away in the darkest recesses 
of my psyche. 
How Swede it was. The Canucks 
finally seemed to have discovered 
the fountain of secondary scoring 
this week after the teaming of the 
"Swedish Touch" line of Magnus 
february 4, 2004 
than 62 games in only three of his 
first six seasons in the NHL as an 
Ottawa Senator. If his knee injury 
was anywhere near as bad as it 
looked, it appears he'll be three for 
seven. Joining Arvedson in the 
Canucks MASH unit are Ed 
Jovonovski (out two weeks, shoul-
der), Matt Cooke (indefinite, knee), 
and Mats Lindgren (indefinite, 
back}. 
This week saw the Canucks con-
tinue to close the gap between them 
and the Northwest Division leading 
Colorado Avalanche. After finally 
managing to get a win on home ice 
over the Tampa Bay Lightning a few 
days prior, the Canucks took to the 
ice against a rugged Nashville 
Predators team that included former 
Canadian World Juniors buzz saw 
Jordon Too Too. 
Arvedson with Daniel and Henrik The game began on a sour note 
Sedin. Arvedson has scored seven when a sliding Martin Erat rode 
goals in his last seven games after Canucks D-man Ed Jovonovski into 
posting only one goal in his first 30- the end boards early in the first peri-
plus games. Henrik Sedin has 20 od. Jovonovski will likely be out 
points in his last 20 games, while 1 until after the All-Star Game on 
Daniel has also been scoring near February 8 with a strained shoulder. 
the point-per-game clip over the last Anytime a star goes down, it's 
ten games. Unfortunately, 17 min- understood that everyone will have 
utes into the first period of a 6-1 to chip in to pick up the slack 
shellacking of the Washington (please excuse the "hockey talk"). In 
Capitals Saturday night, Arvedson this game, Brent Sopel did just that. 
fell awkwardly to the ice, clutching In a whopping 29-plus minutes of 
his knee. ice time, Sopel tallied two goals and 
There is no denying Arvedson's added an assist to lead the Canucks 
worth as a solid two-way contribu- to a 4-1 win. The Predators were 
tor this season. His ability to stay playing their third game in four 
healthy is another question altogeth- nights, and they looked it. 
er. Arvedson managed to play more Mike Keane set the tone early 
february 4, 2004 
with a handful of punishing hits, 
including one that knocked 
Nashville rookie Dan Hamhuis 
out of the game. Following the 
hit, the Preds' Scott Hartnell 
rushed Keane, intent on settling 
the score immediately. He got a 
whole lot more than he bar-
gained for. Despite giving up 
over 20 pounds and 15 years, 
Keane tucked his head to his 
chest, grabbed a hold of Hartnell 
with his left hand, and began 
feeding him with his right. A few 
seconds later, the woozy third 
year forw«rd was on his pants, 
wondering what hit him. 
The Canucks, buoyed by 
Keane's tenacity, proceeded to rip 
off three second-period power 
play goals and never looked back. 
TooToo accounted for the lone 
Predators' marker, whipping a 
low shot from the top of the cir-
cle past a visibly bored Dan 
Cloutier in the third period. 
Next up, Chi-town. How sad 
Classifieds 
Students advertise for free! 
For fiee srudent dassi.6eds up ro 30 
words, email: 
the_ediror57@hoonail.com with your 
name, srudent number, desired section, 
and put "dassi.6ed" in the subject line. 
Staff and Student Organizations 
Receive 50 percent off our Fast 
Cash Ad rate. 
Fast Cash Ads 31ines 3 times fur $20 
(30 words max). Open rate of $5 per 
line. Enquiries: call our advertising 
manager at 604.525.3542. 
Pictures 
Classifieds pictures are $10 each 
printing fur all of the above cate-
gories. The picrure size is 3.5crn x 
2.5crn, black and white. 
When placing an ad please 
remember ... 
All ads must be received by 
Thursday to be published in the fOl-
lowing Wednesday's paper. Check 
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is it to see the once proud : 
Chicago Blackhawks' looking : 
like an AHL practice squad? ! 
Every player with more than : 
three years experience and a 
shred of talent is on the trading 
block, and the Hawks are playing 
like it. What's even sadder is that 
the team hasn't won in a fran-
chise-record 17 straight road 
games. Why then do the Hawks 
always give the Canucks trouble? 
Like the popularity of reality TV, 
it's just one of those mysteries I'll 
never understand. 
Despite g1v1ng up over 20 
pounds and 15 years, Keane 
tucked his head to his chest, 
grabbed a hot o artrretl 
with his left nand, and began 
feeding him with his right 
your stellar display of sportsman-
ship by diving yet again this 
week. You suck, and should be 
ashamed of yourself. 
Dallas Drake, shut up and quit 
your whining. You also suck. 
Doug Weight and Keith 
Tkachuk, congratulations on 
that trashing of a Nagano hotel 
room back in 2002. You both 
just ooze of Olympic spirit. Well 
you ooze of something. 
Tkachuk earns an extra mention 
for being a complete idiot and 
getting arrested for a brawl that 
In what turned out to be a 
hard-fought game, the Canucks 
buckled down to win 3-2. 
Magnus Arvedson had rwo goals, 
while Bertuzzi added his 15th 
late in the second period to put 
Vancouver up to stay. The 
Canucks carried the play for the 
better part of the first rwo peri-
ods, but ran into some penalty 
trouble in the third. Chicago 
crept back into the game on a 
your ad for errors and please call or 
email our offices to report any cor-
rections. To ensure the integrity of 
our student newspaper, we reserve 
the right to revise, reclassify, edit, or 
refuse your ad. 
Announcements 
Automobiles 
'89 White Suzuki Sidekick JA 
Comes with a Soft Top, new 
clutch(1 month old), new differ-
ential(1 year old), all receipts plus 
new stereo(1 week old). 
4by4 Good condition and lady 
driven. 
Call Carissa@ 604.786.1055 
1993 Jeep Grand Cherokee. V-8, 
5.2 Litre. Red body, grey interior. 
Air cared. Bridgestone tires. One 
owner. No accidents. 
$5,200.00. 604.525.1707 (New 
West) 
Books 
Kyle Calder power play goal, but 
were unable to find the equalizer 
1 against a stingy Vancouver 
defense. Maybe the Canucks 
were looking down the road 
towards St. Louis and the rivalry 
that has given us some of the best 
games over the past rwo seasons. 
I know I was. 
The hostilities berween 
Vancouver and St. Louis have 
been going on for a couple of 
years now. Hmm, I wonder why? 
Could it be that Todd Bertuzzi 
has KO'd rwo of their top 
defensemen in the last calendar 
year? Or could it be our three 
straight wins in last year's play-
offs to eliminate the Blues in 
seven? It's probably because St. 
Louis is a team stacked with 
poor-sports, inbreds, and whiny 
losers. Regardless of the ration-
ale, any game berween these rwo 
Western Conference foes prom-
ises to be a good one. 
Johan Hedberg was a surprise 
starter in goal for the Canucks 
after missing over a month with a 
broken hand. Forget about rust, 
Johan was sharper than your psy-
cho Granddad's hunting knife. 
The Blues' game plan obviously 
Computers 
Celeron 1.8G system ($395) with 
stylish silver case, 256mb ram, 52x 
CD-ROM, 40GB hard drive, and 
floppy drive. P4 Celeron Upgrade 
($270) includes blue case, asus 
motherboard, 256MB RAM and 
Celeron l.8GHz CPU. Please 
contact Andre @ 778.883.6805 
For Sale 
Bed/Futon: Twin (single) bed, 
clean, includes box spring, $50. 
Metal Frame, add $25. Clean 
double futon and wood frame, 
converts to sofa, $75. Call 
604.939.1914 
Housing 
ROOM FOR RENT 
Furnished room near New West 
Campus. Clean, quiet, safe, $295 
include utilities, available now. 
Prefer quiet, non-smoking female 
included running Bertuzzi when-
ever possible. A minute into the 
first period, Scott Mellanby 
intentionally hooked Bertuzzi's 
neck and pulled him to the ice. 
The hulking Canuck winger got 
up seeing red and proceeded to 
miss with a wild uppercut 
berween a whole lot of shoving 
and dancing. The rough treat-
ment continued all night, and it 
cost the Blues dearly. The 
Canucks' power play connected 
for rwo third period goals en 
route to a 4-2 win. 
1 broke out berween Tkachuk 
family members at his sister's 
wedding reception. That's pure 
class, Keith. I could go on, but 
shooting ducks in a barrel gets 
boring after a while. 
The game featured another 
stellar performance by those 
crafty Swedes-Arvedson had 
rwo goals, while Daniel Sedin 
chipped in with a goal and rwo 1 
assists-but that isn't what I 
want to talk about. St. Louis is 
rapidly climbing my personal 
"most-hated" list of teams, and 
for good reason. I don't have 
time to list all the reasons why, 
but here is just a little taste: 
The week concluded with a 
complete dismantling of the 
Washington Capitals. After a 
sloppy first minute that saw each 
team score a weak goal, the 
Canucks continued to build 
momentum with wave after wave 
of strong shifts. The dam finally 
broke in the second period where 
the Canucks tallied four times to 
take a 5- l lead. Three of the 
goals came on the suddenly 
sparkling Canucks' power play. 
The undisciplined Caps gave the 
'Nucks rwo 5-3's in the second 
period alone. The Canucks kept 
the pedal to the metal, dominat-
ing the Caps in a 6-1 drubbing. 
The win stretched Vancouver's 
winning streak to five games. 
The upcoming week sees the 
lads swinging through the Big 
Apple, with games against the 
Rangers, Islanders, and Devils. 
Oh yah, Mattias Ohlund. That 
makes all seven Swedes. In the 
mean time, and in berween time, 
go 'Nucks. 
Chris Osgood (or should I say, 
"So bad?"), you went off in last 
year's playoffs about the diving of 
Dan Cloutier. You then proceed-
ed to take a horrible dive in the 
very next game, and continued 
student 604.540.1256. 
APARTMENT TO SHARE 
$400/month plus l/2 
Looking for a non-smoking, clean 
mature female to share a newly 
renovated 2-bedroom apartment 
with another female 
Close to Sky Train, bus routes, and 
Lougheed Mall. 
Fireplace, high-speed internet, 
cable TY, dishwasher, laundry on 
premises; shared kitchen, living 
room and bathroom; pet nego-
tiable; references required; avail-
able immediacly 
Please call Tabatha @ 
604.936.5687 or 604.807.9561 
Female student seeks same as 
roommate. Lovely room for rent 
in apt. bldg. 
Room is furn. or unfurn. Near 
SkyTrain/bus/shops. Friendly 
neighbourhood. Must like ani-
mals. $380/month. 604.525.9881 
ROOM FOR RENT 
One private, unfurnished room in 
a two bedroom basement suite in 
Coquiclam (close to Brunerte and 
Schoolhouse). It's one block from 
the 153/156 and up the street 
from 159/169. Asking 
$340/month rent(flat rate, all-
inclusive). Close to stores, restau-
rants, etc. 
Call604.529.1531 
I Saw You 
Wanted 
I am looking to buy N64 games. 
Please email 
adacosta83@hotmail.com 
The Other Press positions current-
ly available: 
Distribution Manager 
Advertising Manager 
Send resume to: 
editor@otherpress.ca 
or drop off in room 1020 of the 
New West campus. 
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